SHAPE UP BY SHEDDING FAT
AFFILIATE EMAILS

This document contains 7 highly profitable emails swipes you can use in your
promotions of Shape Up by Shedding Fat.

They have been tested repeatedly and tweaked and fine-tuned for the best
conversions possible.

Be sure to insert your links at the appropriate locations within the email swipes.

Your hoplink format is as follows:
https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....ID#
Just replace “ID#” with your paykickstart affiliate ID#.
We wish you all the best in your promotions of Power Running.

Signed with success,
Shape Up by Shedding Fat

SUBJECT:
[PIC] Excess Fat GONE in 13 weeks! How?!...

SUBJECT FOR UNOPENS:
Why This PIC Shocked Me to the Core…

MESSAGE:
Today I want to share a picture with you that makes me want to question the true
nature of what we believe is possible…
When I saw it, I simply couldn’t believe my eyes!
In fact, it shocked me to the core…
The picture I’m talking about is of Susan Monroe, a 33-year-old, out-of-shape
accountant and mother of two, who nearly dropped dead from a heart attack…
Yet, suddenly, she managed to lose 41lbs and flattened her midsection in literally a
matter of weeks!
I’m usually a skeptical person, but what’s even crazier about Susan’s almost
miraculous transformation is this…
She went from a person having extremely high levels of LDL cholesterol (you
know…the BAD one) and triglyceride levels of over 300, and who had been
struggling all her life to get rid of her extra pounds…
…to toning her body like it’s nothing!
And catch this!

She did it by:
…jogging just once a week.
…saying goodbye to useless and overrated cardio (you heard that right!)

…and without any restrictive dieting or calorie counting!
I know… Her transformation sounds unreal, yet check out this picture of her for
proof…

<a href="https: //app.paykickstart.com/checkout/..... "><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/rwkhfMQm/Susan-Monroe.jpg" alt="Shape Up by Shedding
Fat"></a> (PLACE CODE HERE TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR JUST DOWNLOAD
THE IMAGE AND PLACE MANUALLY)

How can this be real?! Well…
If you want to find out how you can become lean and shredded, then you need to
follow in Susan’s footsteps and AVOID these surprisingly unhealthy veggies below

(it’s not what you think…) IMPLEMENT these tips, while running and Lose 41+
Pounds Just Like Susan…
Here's to you eating less unhealthy veggies, shedding pounds and looking and
feeling better than ever before!
[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:
Woman transforms her Chubby Body into Toned Physique; Her Doctor Loses it…!

MESSAGE:
Hi {!firstname_fix},
This mother went from almost losing her life because of her bulging belly fat to
quickly transforming her body to that of a woman 10 years younger…
…ALL while the doctors watched in amazement!

<a href=" https: //app.paykickstart.com/checkout/..... "><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/jjDFBZ03/Florence-Blaine.jpg" alt="Shape Up by Shedding
Fat"></a> (PLACE CODE HERE TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR JUST DOWNLOAD
THE IMAGE AND PLACE MANUALLY)

And she got rid of all this excess weight (all 41lbs of it) along with his beer gut …
...by NOT doing the usual ‘healthy’ things like restrictive dieting, hours upon hours of
exercise. Of course, he did not undergo any expensive surgery either.
Instead, she followed the ‘Shape Up by Shedding Fat’ system, simply by doing this
shockingly effective, yet little-known ‘running trick’...that made doctors and so-called
“fitness gurus” react in an uproar…
Florence Blaine got toned by Doing THIS?
P.S. The 53,816 people who have watched this video so far have gotten toned in
60days
…simply by following the exact steps outlined in the ‘Shape Up by Shedding Fat’
program.
[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:
Are these household vegetables actually MAKING you Fat and Sloppy?

MESSAGE:
Hi {!firstname_fix},
Stop what you’re doing right now and read closely because you’re going to hear
something that will make your jaw drop…
I still don’t know how to best handle what my good friend Kyle Cooper has
discovered, but it’s safe to assume that it’s probably one of the biggest scandals in
the fitness industry of this decade…
A word of caution!
What you’re about to read may shock you to the core and send chills down your
spine.
So, go ahead and mute the idiot box right now, and read every word in this email very
carefully because I promise you it’s worth it.
So…
For years and years, we were told that eating all kinds of fruits and vegetables is
healthy… Right?
Well, you’re in for a surprising revelation, my friend...
Because countless independently verified medical studies from all over the world and
definitive research from the top universities in the country have clearly demonstrated
that certain vegetables create a serious thyroid imbalance that builds fat in your torso
no matter how much sweaty working out you do.

And not only that...

But some of these vegetables include two deadly fattening amino acids that simply
prevent you from getting rid of body-fat…specifically around your waist and thoracic
cage…
It’s a little scary to know that these two acids are injected into most foods that we
would consider good for us…
And in fact, one of the worst of these is also one of the most popular vegetables
widely recommended by most trainers, nutritionists, and even doctors...
But you may be thinking... How can a vegetable cause your body to retain fat?
Believe me, my friend Kyle was baffled by the same question when he first heard
about this…
Until he met a young and mysterious medical student from Korea while she was
serving our country overseas in Afghanistan, and tasked with training middle-aged,
out-of-shape local soldiers and rapidly transforming them into lean, mean fighting
machines.

<a href=" https: //app.paykickstart.com/checkout/..... "><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/SR238dVz/Kyle-Cooper.jpg" alt="Shape up by Shedding
Fat"></a> (PLACE CODE HERE TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR JUST DOWNLOAD
THE IMAGE AND PLACE MANUALLY)
His name was Sam Pak, and he was part of the combined UN forces, acting as a
medical corpsman, first class.
Kyle and him became good friends, and on one fateful night, as they shared a drink,
Sam said:
“Kyle, you’ve got a lot of heart, and you’re working your guys hard… but your
approach is all wrong.”
And he went on to show her a simple, yet incredibly powerful, tweak that almost no
one knows about in Western culture, which has the power to engage the body’s
natural fat burning cycles and quite literally completely transform anyone’s body.
In fact, this same method is exactly how a 31-year-old, out-of-shape woman, who
was struggling with heart problems due to her weight, who was pumping herself full
of pills for high blood pressure and emerging diabetes, managed to lose over 41lbs in
a matter of weeks...
And this isn’t the craziest part of his story...

Here’s what shocked me to the core:
All her previous medical problems and diseases in her body completely vanished
after losing that weight.
Her story actually made the six o’clock news because all she had to do was to
remove two vegetables (which I will show you in a minute) from his diet to not only
lose those 41lbs from the most stubborn pectoral areas…
…but her insulin went back to normal, she managed to avert heart disease and she
was looking great and feeling better than she had since she was 25!

In fact, I will share more details about her story in a minute, but let me warn you of
something before that…
The media has been telling us for years what to eat and what not to eat…yet when
you look around, you can clearly see that they don’t have a CLUE of what they’re
doing…

Just look at the current state of heart disease, diabetes, high blood pressure and the
chronic obesity epidemic, just to name a few.
The sad truth is that you have been lied to…A LOT!
And after watching this short video, you will be relieved because you will know
exactly what “unhealthy” foods to avoid so you look lean and feel young again.
Discover the 2 Household Veggies You Need to QUIT eating RIGHT NOW to MELT
at least 41 POUNDS! {video}
To Your Success in Shape Up by Shedding Fat to a Lean Physique,
[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT OPTIONS:

MESSAGE:
As I’m sure you know already.....
Almost 100% of diet and exercise programs don’t work.
In fact, Stanford Medical puts the female weight loss failure rate at about 98%....
But what about that 2%?
.....That tiny 2% of rapid, reliable and safe solutions that literally work for every single
woman who try it....
It turns out they all have one thing in common and it’s referred to as “Flavor-Pairing”.
Actually 21,748 “Flavor-Pairing” success stories have been recorded since August of
last year.
>>>Join the 2%Club
Flavor-Pairing Explained + Instructions

The frustrating part about this Female-Only ritual is:
It’s been hiding in plain sight for centuries.... we’ve just been looking in all the wrong
places!
It was only until dieting almost killed her, that one woman stumbled onto the secret
that saved her life and transformed her body in record time.
Instead of dieting, counting calories, popping pills and doing cardio....
She began Flavor-Pairing her favorite foods and lost 84lbs in 6 months!
Are you weight-loss resistant?
Did diets stop working a long time ago?
Want to join the 2% Club and lose the weight forever?
Do yourself a favor...you deserve this:

Flavor Pairing: Trigger Your Total Body Transformation TONIGHT!

<center>
<a href="…" target="_blank"><img
src="https://i1266.photobucket.com/albums/jj539/kr2amer27/Alpha%20Actualize/3d%
20dvd%20png_zpsw0apwi8p.png" border="0" alt="Shape up by shedding fat"/></a>
</center>
Just by using this little-known technique.
Would you like to burn 500% more fat by using this quick running trick just once per
week? I’ll show you exactly how to do it:
DO THIS once a week to lean Your Pectoral Muscles (takes less than 1 min)
[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:

MESSAGE:
Hey {!firstname_fix},
I recently came across a surprising quiz that most people miserably fail at…
Wanna try it yourself?
I’m glad you do!
So, quick question…
Did you know that there is a common household green vegetable that is actually
keeping you from attaining your ‘lean body’ dreams?
But here’s where it gets tricky...
Recent studies by one of the top universities in the country have revealed that people
who don’t stop eating this vegetable can turn off their natural fat burning cycles and,
instead, actually STORE toxic tummy fat, and even increase their levels of dangerous
cancer-causing free radicals - all at the same exact time.
The harsh truth is this...
If you ever want to actually melt off stubborn belly fat, say goodbye to it for good and,
instead, finally achieve a toned plate of abs...
...you must AVOID this one vegetable!
But which of these green vegetables do you think is it? (Choose your answer below –
you’d be surprised!)

A. Click here if you think it is spinach
B. Click here if you think it is broccoli

C. Click here if you think it is kale
Look… these are the “healthy foods” that everyone is recommending, yet NO ONE
else is talking about their harmful effects...
...and sadly, they may be the #1 thing you need to get rid of to finally kick-start your
metabolism’s natural fat burning capacities and dare to stroll on the beach.
If you want to know exactly HOW to do that, and WHY you need to STOP eating the
wrong vegetables to quickly get rid of your belly fat (in as little as a few weeks)...then
click this to learn more.
[Sign Off Line]

(SEND TO YOUR ENTIRE LIST AFTER SENDING ONE
OF THESE EMAILS FIRST)

SUBJECT OPTIONS:

MESSAGE:
Earlier today I sent you an email about the influential study my friend conducted on
how a 32-yr old, ‘woman’ who quickly and effortlessly lost 31lbs without doing a
single minute of weight-lifting, using some simple and easy-to-follow tweaks to his
diet…
Very inspiring story!
So, I wanted to let you know first that she has just emailed me and told me something
very interesting...
Now, what you have to know about her is that she’s totally committed to helping as
many people as she can, who are suffering from ‘overweight.’ She was able to use a
ridiculous secret to flatten her own belly and now lives a rich life. You deserve the
same experience and lots of energy.
So, she’s been busy testing these tweaks in his popular and exclusive pectoral
muscles boot camp for over a year now.
And one of her students told her that she should really add some simple full body
toning advice to her already awesome program as well, to make it that much better.
So, that’s exactly what she did!

And that’s why I’m emailing you real quick to tell you about the belly fat system that
you can get 100% free when you take action and grab her new “Shape Up by
Shedding Fat” System today!

She sent this blueprint over to me in video format so that you can easily follow along,
without missing a beat.
In a nutshell, this is a powerful formula that by itself will melt away several inches
from your waist, so that you can quickly get in shape and look good for your next
date, wedding, anniversary, or even high school reunion.
And even better, she also included a little-known tummy detox formula to easily help
you get rid of free radicals and toxins from your body, using ingredients that you can
probably find in your kitchen cabinet right now.
Just follow the 3-Minute ‘Shape Up by Shedding Fat’ video formula and you’ll burn
body-fat at record speed, without saying no to anything delicious or feeling trapped in
the vicious circle of calorie counting…
To be honest with you, I wish I came up with this idea first…
But at least it’s finally here for you to take advantage of!
So, go ahead and get your free copy of the video now...

<a
href="https://app.paykickstart.com/check
out/....."><img
src="https://i1266.photobucket.com/albu
ms/jj539/kr2amer27/Alpha%20Actualize/
3d%20dvd%20png_zpsw0apwi8p.png"
alt="Shape up by shedding fat”> (PLACE
CODE
HISE TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR
JUST DOWNLOAD THE IMAGE
AND PLACE MANUALLY)

If you’re thinking “Enough is enough!” and you want to get rid of those stubborn fat
for good, now you finally have an easy solution…
Take action now and grab “Shape up by shedding fat” today at this link...

Get the 3-Minute Sculpting Videos 100% FREE When You
Order “Shape Up by Shedding Fat” System Through This Link
Enjoy the free VIDEO!
[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:

MESSAGE:
Hi {!firstname_fix},
If you want to see something astonishing, you need to STOP what you are doing
right now and read this quick email carefully.
I’m going to show you a little-known, yet crazily effective, tweak that has completely
transformed the life of a 23year old woman, who had been suffering from excess
body-weight since childhood.
She was close to developing full-blown diabetes, was struggling with a serious
thyroid problem, and doctors advised her to prepare for the worst as her heart simply
couldn’t keep up with his excess weight…
And then this woman who had been struggling with body-fat and overweight during
her entire life quickly and effortlessly lost over 41lbs in a matter of weeks...
And that’s not even the most amazing part...
All his previous medical problems, including her high blood pressure, terrible
digestive problems and hormone imbalance, completely vanished.
Her story actually made the six o’clock news because the only things she removed
from his diet were these two unusual vegetables that he thought were healthy, but in
fact, nothing could be further from the truth.
Not only did she lose 41lbs but her insulin went back to normal, and now, at the age
of 26, she looks like and feels at his prime, full of energy, health, and joy.

Listen, I know what you’re thinking…
Her transformation seems almost unreal. How is this possible?

I’ll let you know how she did it in a minute, but first, let me warn you of something
before reading further…

<a href="https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/....."><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/Nf0wG81Y/before-and-after-weight-loss.jpg" alt="Shape up
by shedding fat"></a> (PLACE CODE HISE TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR JUST
DOWNLOAD THE IMAGE AND PLACE MANUALLY)

(Rachel Blaine’s incredible transformation photo is literally going viral at the same
time I’m writing you this email!)
You might get a bit pissed off, maybe even swear a little, when you see the list of
fruits and vegetables that (throughout your life) you THOUGHT were healthy…
…But, in fact, they’re not at all!
After watching this short video, you’ll feel relieved because you will know exactly
what vegetables to avoid in order to easily get rid of body-fat and like a man again.
AVOID These Unhealthy Veggies and Lose 41+ Pounds Just Like Rachel…
[Sign Off Line]
P.S. As you might guess, the fitness industry is NOT happy about this and I am under
the radar, so I don’t know how much longer I can keep this information public…I
suggest you check it out while you still can!

Subject:
Hi {Name of Prospect },
Subject: HARVARD MEDICAL: “Weight-Loss Doubling” Trick for Women
Unopens: WOMEN ONLY: 1-Step Weight Loss Doubling

Stop dieting and try this 1-step trick before bed to lose 6 pounds a week for 5 weeks
straight like Kelli....

You could do it before breakfast like Carly and lose 84lbs....

Or if you want to lose 2 dress sizes in the next 12 days, just make you do it at least
once a day for 10 seconds...

The only catch is that you have to be a woman over 20 years old with 15 or more
pounds to lose for it to work....

If YOU qualify, CLICK HERE to start doubling your weight loss

And just in case this sounds too good to be true....
The proof from Kelli, Carly and Susan is right below.

And if you need more proof with step-by-step instructions on how 21,748 women
have lost 364,701lbs since August.....

Click Here: 1-STEP WEIGHT LOSS DOUBLING INSTRUCTION
https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

Subject:
Hi {Name of Prospect},
Don’t Miss the Opportunity!

Subject: D.I.Y. 10-Second Carb Ritual Strips Away Fat
Unopens:
So my 43-year-old cousin Sara ended up losing 19 pounds last month...
I know she’s tried EVERYTHING from counting calories, counting “points”, gym
memberships, pills...whatever she does, she loses 10lbs and then gains back 12lbs.
But I was SHOCKED when I saw her this weekend....
Instead of gaining the weight back, she doubled her weight loss in the second month!
PICS: Check Out Sara 40 POUNDS lighter (plus HOW she did it) HERE
She credits it all to this breakfast “Flavor-Pairing” trick.
The weird thing is that it only works for women because it reconditions the
3 female fat-loss hormones to eliminate any possibility of storing fat.
And best part is: Flavor-Pairing’s weight-loss-doubling response signals the rapidrelease of fat deposits from your hips, legs and stomach by using the carbs you crave
the most.

D.I.Y. 10-Second Flavor-Pairing Trick for Female Weight Loss:
CLICK HERE: Instructions and Weight-Loss Doubling Success Stories
https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

Subject:
Hi {Name of Prospect},
Mr. “I’m Too Fat”

Subject: Odd carb trick burns up to 1LB per DAY

If you’re like most folks… you diet, you count calories, you tear up the treadmill,
and…
Nothing…
That’s how one overweight mother with prediabetes was feeling…
She did “everything right” and never lost an inch. Until…
She stumbled on this strange “carb trick” and burned away an unheard of 22lbs
pounds in just 13 days…
And because of this one simple shift in her eating, she did it without starving
herself…!
… and without a lick of exercise!
Now get this... with the same carb trick she dropped a total of 37lbs in the FIRST
month!
… and shocked her doctor by completely reversing ANY pre diabetic symptoms!
You won’t even believe her final result so I won’t bother telling you. However you can
see it for yourself on this page..
This might work for men, however it’s only been proven for women...
The odd carb trick burns up to 1LB per DAY
https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

Subject:
Subject: 22lbs GONE in 13 days with this strange “carb-pairing” trick
Unopens: Her “Carb-Pairing” Trick Melted Away 22lbs in Just 13 Days

If you’re upset about your weight and want to lose a little more, get this…
An overweight mother with pre-diabetes has just SHOCKED the medical community
by losing an unheard of 22lbs pounds in just 13 days…
....Without starving herself, she lost a total of 37lbs in the first month!
-> CLICK HERE to see her Transformation Pics!
...Even without exercising, she went on to burn off 84lbs (almost a pound a day) and
eliminated any sign of diabetes or any other life-ending diseases.
And the amazing thing is…
All she did was this D.I.Y. “carb-pairing” trick that reconditions your 3 female weightloss hormones to drastically accelerate fat-burning while still eating the foods you
love.
Check it out for yourself…
“Carb-Pairing” Melts Away 37 Pounds in Just 20 Days (WOMEN ONLY)

Enjoy!

SIGN OFF
https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

AD COPY #1

Before I took the quiz, I had no idea that the planet’s healthiest, most slender and
disease resistant women focused on “how” they ate and NOT “what they ate”...
These women from a tiny island across the ocean live 10 years longer and weigh on
average 42 pounds lighter by pretty much DOING THE OPPOSITE of everything
we’ve been told over here
What an eye opener....My scale, my hubby AND my sweet-tooth are all quite happy
these days!
PS: The “Carb-Stacking” secret they give you is the best thing ever!
They said I could share the same 30 second quiz I took – just tap the image below
and you’ll see what I mean

****** ***** **** ****** ****** ***** **** ******

AD COPY #2

According to Stanford Medical, It’s really the ONLY reason this country's woman live
10 years longer and weigh on average 42 pounds lighter than us.
(And by the way, it has NOTHING to do with genetics or some secret-exercise and
EVERYTHING to do with “how” they eat.)
BTW, I said “HOW”, not “what”...
Tap the image below to see if this short quiz can help you unlock your true weight
loss potential

****** ***** **** ****** ****** ***** **** ******

AD COPY #2

“All this by Flavor-Pairing?” I asked.
I met an old friend for lunch last month and I was super impressed with how good she
looked.
She said, “It’s not so much about the Flavor-Pairing, but more about how it reawakens what the Japanese call, ‘the weight loss doubling molecule’ which signals
22-hour a day fat-burning effect in the female body.”
Even though I was skeptical, I’ve been struggling with my weight over the last few
years, so I gave it a shot and completed the same quiz she took.
Well, it’s only a couple weeks later and you know what they say about how “you can’t
transform your body overnight”...
....They’re right, it actually takes 16 days.
Now it’s my girlfriends asking ME what I’M doing differently
Tap The Image Below to find out how this could help you too!

****** ***** **** ****** ****** ***** **** ******

AD COPY #4

My doc said he couldn’t give me all the details…
“Just keep an eye out for this 'Flavor-Pairing' transformation system… ”
Since he said that, I started seeing it everywhere - I thought, maybe it’s time for me
to try it.
BUT since this doesn’t work for everybody, you can’t just start immediately. In fact,
you need to take a short but strangely insightful quiz before you can get started.
Well, aren’t I glad I followed my gut instinct and gave it a shot!
Speaking of guts… I can’t believe the changes I’m seeing and neither can my
husband!
I’d never even heard of carb-pairing or wine-timing, but I’m so glad I did it!
I guess a little faith can go a long way. Click below to see if you’re “ICE Type 1” like
me.

